
LUKA is a solo artist based in London and Leeds

UK. With a distinctive voice and an authentic

quirkiness in terms of production and

songwriting, 'Waiting' is LUKA's third outing on

Monomyth Records and is part of a wider body

of work to be released in full later in 2021. Indie

Midlands described LUKA's last release 'Past

The Point Of No Return' in these wonderful

words...

'You can imagine the track playing over top of a gritty period

drama, as a Viking warrior looks back in melancholic regret, at

the smouldering remains of the village he just burnt to the

ground'.
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The production values have been turned up a notch on

'Waiting' whilst still holding on to the quirky trademark

sonic attributes that LUKA fans have come to love. Twin

Peaks flavoured guitar and mellotron strings punctuate

the arrangement and help bring the whole affair to a

satisfying conclusion.

‘Waiting is a classic unrequited love song. You like

someone who doesn’t feel the same way and end up

waiting for things to change, hoping that if you wait

long enough, they might change their mind (they

usually don’t). In the end you realise you’ve wasted too

much of your life pining after this one person and it’s

probably time to get over it and move on. I wrote this

when I was in the middle of that sad “why don’t they

like me back” stage. Happy to say that I have since

moved past being sad about that to just being stressed

about the general world. A definite improvement’.
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